GV2
Sunrise Photo on Mountain Summit in Yangshuo
** Note - Handling Fee SGD20 per booking apply if purchase only Optional Tour **

Tour Description:
Round trips coach transfers plus 1-night stay in a local village by Li River, morning escorted trip to mountain
summit for sunrise photo in Yangshuo. This is a perfect weekend escape from concrete jungle and seats are
limited.

Tour Itinerary:
Take bullet train to Guilin. Your driver will hold your name sign and pick you up from Guilin Bullet Train Station,
transfer you to Hebao village by coach.

You will stay overnight in a hostel operated by local villager.

The morning call is at 5am, and it might differs from month to month according to sunrise time. The hostel
owner will escort you to the summit of XiangGong Mountain.
Simple breakfast of noodle soup will be served when you go back to hostel. Coach transfer to Guilin or
Yangshuo after breakfast.
- HIGHLIGHTS He Bao Village is a riverside village in Putao County, Yangshuo, about 30km south of Guilin It is located at the
foot of XiangGong Mountain, which is one of the best photo places for sunrise photo of Li River.
Sunrise on Li River is well known for its breathtaking scenery of mountains. The best photo time is in June and
Mid-Autumn Festival (late September). Sometimes the mountain top might be over caped by cloud.
Li River is 30 minute away by foot. You might have change to see fisherman catching fish with their
cormorants, water buffalo grazing on grass and ducks swimming in their group across the river.
Laozhao's Hostel is a hostel operated by local villager. The hostel owner is Laozhao, an old man who started
to take photographers for sunrise photos in early 1990's. He was the person who built the road to the summit
of XiangGong Mountain. Rooms are OK with private bathroom, beds are clean, simple breakfast is serviced
here.

Price and Include:
USD151 per person for booking of Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
USD165 per person for booking of Friday, Saturday



Airport or Bullet Train Station Pickup by air-conditioned coach



Admission tickets as listed in the itinerary



1-night accommodation with breakfast in local family hostel



Escorted walking trip to the summit of Xianggong Mountain for sunrise photo
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Return coach transfer from Hebao Village to Yangshuo or Guilin on day 2

Not Include:


Tour guide service



Gratuities for driver (recommended)

Notice:
A minimum of 2 Adults per booking is required
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